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Hungry hares

The plants in our gardens are finally

growing—and rabbits are hopping

for joy.

Rabbit populations are soaring.

They have multiple litters during the

year and it is common for a rabbit

couple to have 20 or more offspring

each year. When you realize each

rabbit can eat one-half pound of veg-

etation a day, a family of rabbits can

destroy a garden quickly.

The most effective strategy to

stopping rabbits is to put a barrier

between them and the garden.

A chicken wire fence placed

around the perimeter of the garden

is recommended (Fig. 2). The fence

needs to be 30 to 36 inches tall and

buried at least 6 inches deep. The

bottom edge should be bent to a 90

degree angle towards the outside.

The mesh must be 1.5 inches or

less. Twenty-gauge wire is often

used and typically lasts 5 to 7 years.
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Fig. 1. Jackrabbits are hidden threats to our gardens.

Repellents have been tried by

gardeners for generations but none

are totally reliable. Marigolds, dryer

sheets, moth balls and hot pepper

will not stop a hungry rabbit. Dried

blood is one of the most reliable re-

pellents but does not weather well.

Another good repellent is a guard

dog near the garden.

Live trapping usually does not

work as jackrabbits are reluctant to

enter a cage. Cottontails are more

easily trapped and can be coaxed

into a cage with baits of apple, car-

rot, or a cabbage leaf tightly folded

and held together with a toothpick.

Trapping is best done in winter when

natural food sources are scarce.

Shooting is another option, but

there may be local restrictions.

Figs. 2, 3. A fence will deter rabbits. Marigold is not an effective repellent. The
cottontail at right is actually nibbling on them.
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Shotholes in

chokecherry leaves

Some chokecherry trees look like

they have been blasted with a shot-

gun. Their leaves are peppered with

holes (Fig. 4).

This is likely due to bacterial spot

and canker (Pseudomonas syringae

pv. Syringae). This bacterium pen-

etrated into the leaves, causing

brown lesions. The lesions later

dropped out of the leaves, creating

the shothole appearance.

The tattered leaves are still func-

tional. In many situations, this dis-

ease does not cause significant

harm to the tree.

No sprays are available to rem-

edy this situation. Rake the debris

under the tree to remove the bacte-

ria from the area.

In severe cases, the bacteria will

penetrate into branches, causing

cankers (Fig. 5). These pockets of

bacteria in the branches will plug the

flow of water and nutrients, causing

leaves to wilt and branch tips to die.

Look for dieback and the cankers

associated with them. Cankers typi-

cally are dark brown and sunken in

the branch; the inner tissues will turn

orangish-red. Severe, mature infec-

tions will produce a gummy ooze.

Cankers are often found along the

trunk and major branch crotches.

Cankers should be trimmed out,

but only when no rain is expected

for at least a week. Trim out cankers

going at least 6 inches into healthy

wood. Remove the infected

branches.

Cherry and plum leaf spot

(Blumeriella jaapii) is less common,

but may also cause shotholes.  This

fungus first appears as dark purple

spots on the young leaves (Fig. 6).

These spots turn reddish brown, en-

large and later drop out of the

Figs. 4, 5. Bacterial spot and canker on chokecherry. Lesions fall out of leaves,
creating shotholes. Notice the reddish discoloration of cankers on the stems.
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leaves, creating shotholes (Fig. 7).

The lesions on the underside of the

leaves will develop spores. Infected

leaves will turn yellow and drop.

Most chokecherries can tolerate

this fungus. Rake underneath the

tree to remove the fallen leaf litter.

Avoid getting the foliage wet (over-

head sprinklers will do this).

Fungicide sprays are usually not

needed, especially for established

trees. For young trees, a spray of

chlorothalonil (Daconil) could be

applied now to prevent the spread

of the fungus.

This fungicide will not control

bacterial spot and canker.

Figs. 6, 7. Leaf spot fungus begins as
small, dark purple spots. Spots
enlarge, turn brown and drop out of
leaves. The entire leaf may turn
yellow and drop.
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Herbicide injury on trees

A few weeks ago our lawns were

sparkling with dandelions. Many

gardeners did not appreciate those

golden flowers and they sprayed

their lawns with herbicide.

The dandelions died, but other

plants in the yard were affected in

some cases. The leaves of these

trees and shrubs are showing signs

of curling, cupping, twisting and

stretching (Figs. 8–11).

In most cases, the herbicide

drifted onto the foliage of the trees.

Once this happens, there is not

much we can do about it. The herbi-

cide is readily absorbed in the leaves

and it cannot be rinsed off.

In some cases, the herbicide was

taken in through the roots of the

plants. This can happen with

dicamba, a powerful chemical found

in Trimec and other herbicide mixes.

Plants usually survive accidental

exposure to herbicide because they

were not exposed to the full lethal

dose. Plants will be weakened, but

subsequent growth is typically not

affected.

Beneficial practices such as

mulching and watering are espe-

cially useful at this time to promote

a healthy recovery.

In the future, use herbicides only

when needed and when they are

most effective. Herbicides are most

effective in September and applica-

tions are rarely needed more than

once a year. Especially be careful

with dicamba, which may persist in

the soil and cause damage for

longer than a year.

Avoid spraying when the weather

is windy. Reduce evaporation of the

chemical by using amine (not ester)

formulations and avoid spraying on

hot days.

Shield trunks from exposure to

sprays; trunks and branches with

Figs. 8–11. Herbicide drift may cause stretching, curling and cupping of leaves.
Plants will outgrow this stress in most cases.

young bark are most sensitive to the

absorption of herbicide.
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Gardening tips

VEGETABLES FRUITS

TREES AND SHRUBS

FLOWERS AND HOUSEPLANTS

F19. Enjoy houseplants outdoors

Houseplants may be taken outside

over summer.  Start them in a shady

area for a couple weeks to avoid

burning the leaves.

F12. Beware of elm seeds

Elms are shedding their golden seeds

now. These seeds can become weeds

in gardens and sidewalk cracks.

Young seedlings are easily pulled.

F13. Pinch mugho pine shoots

Mugho pine is sending out its new

shoots. You may cut or pinch off two-

thirds of the shoots to give the shrub a

more compact, formal appearance.

F14. Enjoy bridalwreath spirea

Its arching branches are spectacular.

Maintain its natural shape by pruning

up to one-fifth of the oldest canes at

ground level. Do this in March.

F15. Store leftover seeds

Most seeds stay vigorous for 3 to 5

years. Store seeds in a jar and set in a

refrigerator or other cool place. Use

fresh seed of corn, onion and parsley

every year, if possible.

F16. Stop harvesting asparagus

Stop harvesting when 75% of the

spears become thinner than a pencil.

The remaining spears will turn into

ferns that provide energy for next

year’s crop.

F17. Remove strawberry flowers

Pick off blossoms on Junebearing

varieties during the first year. This will

promote the development of vigorous

plants and runners, which will lead to

higher yields in future years.

F18. Trim, fertilize faded tulips

Trim flower stems to the ground to

redirect plant energy into refilling the

bulb. Fertilize. Keep leaves intact until

they naturally yellow.

F20. Pinch chrysanthemums

Pinch mums from now through the end

of June to develop compact, bushy

plants. Remove the tips of young

shoots when they are 8 inches long.
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TREES AND SHRUBS

MORE TREES AND SHRUBS

Review of problems addressed in previous issues

F21. Winter kill on evergreens

Focus on branch tips. If new shoots

are emerging (as shown), the plant

can outgrow the problem. If not, the

branch may be dead.

F22. Winter injury

Use a knife or thumbnail to scratch the

young bark. If you see green tissue

(shown at right), there is life in the

tree. Be patient and hope for the

emergence of new buds.

F23. Tent caterpillars

Plants can usually tolerate feeding,

but a forked stick can be used to

remove infested tents. Insecticides

such as carbaryl (Sevin) will likely be

needed to kill mature caterpillars.

VEGETABLES

F26. Cold soil; rotting seeds

Soil temps remain cooler than desired.

Seeds of melon, cucumber, and

supersweet corn are very sensitive. Be

patient. Poor stands may occur and

replanting may be needed.

F24. Ash anthracnose

Blotches appear on leaf margins;

leaves curl and drop. Shaded areas in

canopy are most affected. Rake fallen

leaves. Fertilize, if needed. Prune in

winter to reduce humidity in canopy.

F25. Prevent June beetles

June beetles are flying. They will mate

and lay eggs that hatch into grubs that

can damage lawns. June beetles are

attracted to light. Reduce populations

in your yard by turning off yard lights.

LAWNS
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